
Notable Calls in the Village of Maple Bluff 
 

The information provided below is about some of the call’s officers responded to over the last 

month.  Most narratives represent early and preliminary information that was gathered from 

those in the field who were actively working the cases. In many instances, facts and 

circumstances, even the type of crime listed, can change as the investigation unfolds.  

  

01/05: Hit and Run (Property Damage) – 10:30pm.  Officers responded to a Hit and Run to 

a traffic sign on North Sherman/Oxford Place.   No suspect vehicle located and no video 

surveillance available for the location of the damaged sign.  

  

01/08: Vehicle Pursuit – 11:39pm. Officer attempted traffic stop on North Sherman 

Avenue.  Vehicle did not stop, and pursuit occurred.  Officer terminated pursuit and vehicle was 

later found abandoned on east side of Madison.  The 19-year-old female driver was later 

identified, referred charges were for Eluding, Reckless Endangering Safety and felony Bail 

Jumping.  

  

01/09: Vehicle Pursuit – 12:14am.  Officer assisted UW Police via mutual aid attempting to 

stop a vehicle that had eluded/failed to stop for UW PD.  Officer located suspect vehicle and 

short pursuit occurred.  Driver (30-year-old male) fled vehicle on foot and was 

located/arrested.   Male suspect has referred charges of Eluding, Reckless Endangerment, and a 

Parole Violation.    

  

01/13: Vehicle Pursuit/Crash – 2:32am.  Officer attempted traffic stop at North 

Sherman/Roxbury.  Vehicle refused to stop, and pursuit occurred.    Suspect vehicle crashed and 

two passengers were detained.  Driver (21-year-old female) fled on foot and was located/arrested 

a short time later. Driver had charges referred for Eluding, Obstructing a Police Officer, and 

Reckless Endangerment.   

  

01/15: OWI Arrest – 10:58pm.  Officer conducted traffic stop at Harbort Drive/Warner 

Drive.   Driver (18-year-old male) was arrested for Operating a Motor Vehicle While 

intoxicated.  

  

01/16: Shots Fired – 8:30pm. Officer responded as mutual aid to the 2100 block of Fordem 

Avenue for reports of gun fire from a vehicle.  Bullet casing recovered in area; no suspect/victim 

located.  

  

01/17: Traffic Stop Arrest – 2:40am.  Officer conducted traffic stop at North Sherman/Oxford 

Place.   Driver (24-year-old male) was arrested and had referred charges of Obstructing a Police 

Officer, Possession of Meth, Possession of THC, and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.  

  

01/17: Stabbing/Attempted Homicide – 5:21pm.  Officer responded via mutual aid to 1010 

North Sherman for a 14-year-old male stabbed in the chest.   Officer rendered aid and victim was 

transported to hospital.  Madison PD arrested a16-year-old female suspect and referred charges 

of Attempted Homicide.  

  



1/20: Robbery – 9:01pm.  Officer responded via mutual aid to 1010 North Sherman for a armed 

robbery that occurred.   Two black/male suspects fled the business north on railroad tracks and 

were not able to be located/arrested.  

  

1/21: Suspicious Person/Activity – 1:51am Officer responded to suspicious person walking up 

driveway on Leroy Road.  Suspect left in dark colored pickup when confront by resident 

owner.   Officer checked area and was unable to locate suspect or suspect vehicle.   Suspect 

vehicle located on Farwell LPR camera leaving village during reported time frame of complaint. 

This is still under investigation.   

  

1/21: Traffic Stop Arrest – 2:46am.  Officer observed vehicle at Farwell Drive/Sheridan Drive 

with no headlights.  Traffic stop occurred and driver (39-year-old male) arrested for obstructing 

an Officer and a Probation/Parole Warrant.  

  

1/23: Traffic Stop Arrest – 11:20pm Officer conducted a traffic stop on Kensington 

Drive.  Driver (31-year-old female) was arrested for a full extradition warrant through another 

jurisdiction.  Driver was also charged with Obstructing.  

 


